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1: Counselor' s Corner
Banishing Bullying Behavior on the shelves in Clark University Library Many children with special needs such as the
twice exceptional (2e) become the targets of bullies. Discussions in this site are designed to help parents and
professionals identify 2e children and to provide meaningful intervention.

Their strategies have been captured from hands-on interaction with educators, parents and students. Their
premise comes from the apocryphal village that is being ravaged by dysentery. Do you treat each person for
their intestinal disorders or do you put in a sewer system? Do you work with each individual student or do you
change a culture that hosts cruelty. Can you do both? The core of the book is the Student Empowerment
Session that has been crafted and refined over fifteen years. The book also explores topics which include
cyberbullying, children with disabilities, "mean girls," teachers who are bullies, parents who refuse to accept
that their children are bullies, and academic vs. Both women are experienced, considered experts in their fields
and dedicated to improving education for our young people. Bullying behavior in rampant, disruptive and can
be crushing to the young learner. Fried and Sosland have studied the issues with eyes of educators and offer
practical methods for addressing the problems. Their concrete and specific suggestions reach even the very
young children. An earlier review by Kurtis R. Mayer suggested "Banishing Bullying Behavior" as family
dinner conversation. I would take a giant step forward and suggest this book is for every parent, teacher,
principal and school superintendent. I would also suggest that any person in a managerial position could
improve the work place by reading "Banishing Bullying Behavior". Mayer on Feb 01, This was coauthored by
a distant relative but I find it interesting even at age eighty. Its more for someone like my son and daughter
who have children age 12,11, and 8. It gives the parent something to discuss at the dinner table with their
children Banishing Bullying Behavior By Thelma J. Greenberg on Feb 16, "Banishing Bullying Behavior" by
Suellen Fried and Blanche Sosland is an extraordinarily outstanding book which should be read by all those
who are preparing to enter the field of education, as well as those who currently work in that area. This book
can be especially helpful to those who plan and implement policies and programs within the schools, parents
of school age children, social workers, and counselors, as well as anyone who has contact with and wishes to
be an advocate for children. Fried and Solsland give numerous examples and helpful approaches to dealing
with bullying behavior. They also include discussion of children with special needs and those who are
considered twice-exceptional. I was especially impressed with their revision of a old phrase to a new and very
perceptive one to teach children: As a retired educator and a former school board member, I give this book my
highest praise and recommendation. By Jerrold Bernard on Mar 08, Banishing Bullying Behavior is a
must-read, whether the topic is of interest to you from afar, or whether it personally affects you or people close
to you. The authors do a great job of providing background information regarding bullying, and data
concerning its impact. Most importantly, the book provides tangible tactics and strategies for how to avoid
being the object of a bully, what to do if you are, and how to prevent your children from becoming bullies.
SuEllen Fried and Blanche Sosland provide research-based recommendations and strategies, delivered in a
way that people of all ages can understand and apply. As a parent of school-age children, I encourage
everyone to share it with teachers and principals, as well as with other family members. Timely Topic By L.
Norris on Mar 30, The authors have created an excellent, must-have guide for teachers, parents and employers
to help detect and stop bullying of all kinds. We all must be constantly vigilant whether in our workplaces or
schools or neighborhoods or computer sites. Just this week two stories appeared in our newspaper relating the
tragic suicides of two teenagers subjected to severe bullying. This book nails the behaviors, offers excellent
stradegies and provides reliable resources. The reader immediately knows from page one that these authors are
highly experienced professionals, yet are caring, approachable women who are passionate in their desire to
provide tools to help all of us stop this terrible behavior. It provides us with pertinent research, a thorough
source of current information about bullying in general, so many real life "stories" and examples from kids,
and it is a very "hands on" book giving specific ways to deal with and prevent bullying. They discuss
something they call the "stickiness" factor. This suggests that giving real life emotive stories to explain their
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important points is a very effective method to use. One of the unique things about this book is that it can be a
resource for all categories of people: I feel it should be a requirement for all student teachers and it would best
be used prior to the semester of student teaching. In addition to being a wealth of information and activities, it
can be used to help create a classroom climate that will allow real learning to take place. Insight and
Inspiration By Ruth Fost on Feb 01, This accessible and most "read-able" book offers insight and inspiration
to implement change in our approach to bully behavior. It is fresh, new and filled with ideas and strategies for
change. I recommend it as an indispensible source and resource for anyone in any field of work or play that
involves a child or children of any age. Kasner on Jul 31, Fried and Sosland have thoroughly researched this
growing problem. They have written a comprehensive, yet concise, eminently readable and practical blueprint
for eliminating bullying behavior. Their book is a must read for educators and all others who work with
children. This particular edition is in a Hardcover format. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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2: SuEllen Fried - Wikipedia
An invaluable book for parents who want to be advocates and protectors of their children. Straightforward and
well-researched, Banishing Bullying Behavior brings to light the real issues kids face today and provides specific advice
to parents.

She studied at Washington University in St. Louis, MO, receiving a B. Fried was a member of the Dance
Ensemble of the St. Louis Municipal Opera from through Career[ edit ] Fried worked as a dance therapist for
twenty years, and from to , Fried was a volunteer dance and drama therapist at Osawatomie State Hospital in
Kansas. This monthly program trained volunteers to teach prison inmates to change their violent language,
actions and thoughts. As of , it ran ten programs in seven Kansas Correctional facilities. Over 40 percent of
American prisoners released in returned to a state penitentiary within three years of being released, according
to a Pew study. Among inmates who attend between 20 and 40 ROFW meetings, the recidivism rate drops to
23 percent, according to Fried, and it further decreases to just 8 percent among inmates who attend a minimum
of 60 meetings. Self-esteem and skill enrichment Conflict resolution and mediation skills Respect for
differences Anger management and assertiveness training Problem solving skills Empathy training Sexuality
awareness training. Her books are intended for parents of children who have been bullied as well as those
whose children may be bullies. D [11] Bullies, Targets, and Witnesses: D [12] Banishing Bullying Behavior:
D [13] Banishing Bullying Behavior: Study finds surprising amount of bullying at younger ages". Retrieved
28 February Fried travels the country giving workshops for students, educators and community leaders. She
says children should be taught about bullying even before school. The Kansas City Star. Retrieved 1 March
Her awards and honors could fill a page themselves. She was President George H. The power of apology: Part
of her program is to encourage children to apologize for making derogatory remarks to other children or for
not sticking up for kids who are being bullied. Retrieved 16 January Fried co-founded ROFW 30 years ago
with a prison inmate as a way to offer help to prisoners who wanted to change their ways. Going through the
program dramatically reduces the likelihood of an inmate repeating illegal behavior after being released from
prison, Fried says. The body can speak: Southern Illinois university press. Helping bullies change behavior,
for good of all". They say adults need to teach young people that name calling and gossip can be damaging,
and that it can escalate to violence, by a bully or by a frustrated victim. Phi Kappa Phi Forum. The Student
Empowerment Session, developed in by my colleague and child advocate SuEllen Fried, would be an ideal
tool for summer camps. This interactive strategy helps children learn about the pain inflicted by bullying and
about how kindness and empathy help in banishing bullying. Fried has worked successfully with more than
90, students in 36 states using it. SuEllen Fried, of Prairie Village, a longtime mental health advocate who has
written several books on bullying, said youngsters today are confronted with much worse bullying practices
than in the past, including cyberbullying, where people write demeaning comments to children over the
Internet. M Evans And Co. Bullies, targets and witnesses: Imagine That Enterprises, L.
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3: Home - Banishing Bullying Behaviors
Banishing Bullying Behavior challenges students, parents, educators, education support professionals, administrators,
counselors, and policy makers to confront the culture of cruelty that is devastating our society.

Often visitors to our school compliment our students and our staff on the good manners and friendly smiles
from our Kettering students. Even in a great school like ours, we realize that bullying happens and we must
teach children that bullying behavior is unacceptable. Bullies tend to have these traits in common: They like to
dominate other people. They like to use people to get what they want. There is no empathy or compassion.
They view weaker siblings and peers as prey. They refuse to accept responsibility for their actions. They lack
the foresight to see the consequences of their actions. There is a difference between taunting and teasing. Kids
who are bullied come in all shapes and sizes: What they have in common is that they are singled out because
they are different in some way. Most adults can think of a time when they were on the receiving end of some
sort of bullying. Most kids will not tell an adult outright if they are being bullied. They may give you clues
with their behavior. Children who bully need to learn new ways of thinking and behaving. There are many
ways parents can help when these behaviors start to surface. Create opportunities for the child to do good
things for others. Closely monitor TV viewing, video game playing, computer activities, and music. Engage in
more constructive, entertaining, and energizing activities. They come to know the blessings of gentleness, of
sympathy, of patience and kindness, of support and backing, first through the way in which they themselves
are treated. Let us commit to work together at Kettering Elementary, a community of caring adults and
children, to banish bully behavior. All of our children deserve to come to a learning environment where they
feel safe and free from being bullied at all times.
4: BBB Project - Banishing Bullying Behaviors
Straightforward and well-researched, Banishing Bullying Behavior brings to light the real issues kids face today and
provides specific advice to parents. This should be required reading for anyone who is connected to kids.

5: Bully Safe USA - Resources and Publications to help Prevent Bullying
Banishing Bullying Behavior Program Prepared to Present Rarin' To Go! Sandra Rozen's reading (on right) brought
excited responses from (l to r) Gerre Minkin, Marlene Katz, and Sylvia LaVine, all members of Beth Shalom's Banishing
Bullying Behavior Program.

6: Publications - Bully Safe USA
"Banishing Bullying Behavior," co-authored with Blanche Sosland, Phd was released the end of In SuEllen founded
BullySafeUSA, a program she has delivered to over 85, students in

7: Banishing Bullying Behavior : Suellen Fried :
Banishing Bullying Behavior is a must-read, whether the topic is of interest to you from afar, or whether it personally
affects you or people close to you. The authors do a great job of providing background information regarding bullying,
and data concerning its impact.

8: Table of Contents: Banishing bullying behavior
The book also explores topics which include cyberbullying, children with disabilities, 'mean girls,' teachers who are
bullies, parents who refuse to accept that their children are bullies, and academic vs. social emotional learning concerns
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to help readers change the culture and banish bully behavior.
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